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reed expands smart water management solutions to Ottawa, ON and Montreal, QC markets,
partners with Controls Depot
Toronto, Mar. 05, 2020 - reed is pleased to announce the new partnership with Controls Depot to carry the reed smart water management solutions. The
benefits of this new partnership for the Ottawa and Quebec markets include simple easy access to reed products and expert support on plumbing system
systems design for mechanical consultants. “This is a win-win for Controls Depot and engineering consultants and developers. Our clients will receive a highquality service with a complete smart water management solution” said Avi Moscovich, CMO at reed.
“The Controls Depot team is excited about adding the reed product oﬀering to our bundle. In this challenging environment, it is important to provide our clients
with products that are competitive and innovative. We look forward to mutual success,” said Pierre-Paul Bernard, Regional Sales Manager for Controls Depot.
Source: reed water
For further information: Avi Moscovich, reed, avishai@reedwater.io
About Controls Depot
Controls Depot is a Canadian Based leading company in HVAC business. Work with our experts in Building Automation, refrigeration, controls, and plumbing.
We have been in business for more than 25 years. Established in the Canadian market in the HVAC business. Our staﬀ includes experts in diﬀerent fields such
as refrigeration, controls, plumbing and ventilation. Our mission is to provide market leading products to the HVAC industry, backed by technical expertise and
customer satisfaction.
About reed
reed is a platform of intelligent solutions for plumbing in commercial buildings, for everything from data, monitoring to control. reed platform interface solves
customers issues around risk, water conservation and provide both building owners and manufactures advanced insights and data on the way their products
or systems work in real-time in the field.
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